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FROM THE EDITOR

You are reading the latest Ideal Helsinki
magazine. Ideal Helsinki media has been
set up in Helsinki to share ideas and
information on shopping, dining and
leisure opportunities in the Helsinki
Metropolitan Area, Espoo and Vantaa.

We can be followed in several ways. In
addition to our high-quality magazine
we´re on several social media channels as
well. In addition to the personalized paper
version, you can find the web page on the
internet. We also post the latest ideas for
eating on Instagram under the heading
@eatinhelsinki.

Facebook is an easy way to keep track of
us, as well as catching the date of the
latest issue of the magazine’s four
publications each year.
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There are many online addresses
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Moving around in Helsinki is easy,
everything’s near You in the City.
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We hope You enjoy the Ideal Helsinki
magazine.
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We also wish You a very pleasant visit
to Helsinki.
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_EVENTS
1.11. 2017 – 14.01.2018

The Abstract! exhibition, to open at the Finnish Museum of
Photography in November 2017, will celebrate the hundred-year
history of photographic abstraction. The exhibition will present
a large number of Finnish artists from different periods, and the
famous international early abstractionists László Moholy-Nagy,
Man Ray, and August Strindberg.
www.valokuvataiteenmuseo.fi

Allan Grönvall_Forward_1957-58

OCT-DEC An authentic and entertaining one hour

cultural experience in Kansallissali. Quality live music performance of
Sibelius’s compositions – Finlandia, Kuusi, Romance, Rondino,
Souvenir and Valse Triste - with concert soloists on violin and grand
piano. On five Saturdays in Oct-Dec.
www.stopover.fi

6.1.-10.1. 2018The 10 th annual Light Festival

Lux creates a unique atmosphere, a festival presenting artworks of light
at the darkest time of the year in January
www.luxhelsinki.fi/en

18.11.

The day is created by thousands of common people
organizing or visiting pop-up restaurants worldwide. In Helsinki
pop up restaurants are put up as well, to create a local food carnival.
Temporary restaurants are listed and can be found on internet for
that very day. All restaurateurs are personally responsible for all
actions related to running their restaurants. The inspiration behind
the event is to share food culture, have fun and enjoy
the community.

4 .2. 2017 – 31.12. 2020

In
honour of the centenary of Finnish independence in 2017, Design
Museum has uncovered its completely renewed exhibition of
collections. This exhibition presents the integral role of design in the
evolution of the Finnish welfare state. It has five themes illustrating the
history of design through living stories. The exhibition’s digital
applications permit the display of materials that have not been displayed before.
www.designmuseum.fi

14.-19.11.

The international theatre festival Baltic Circle
takes place this year in Helsinki. The programme features Finnish
premiers, international high-quality performances, workshops and
discussions.
www.balticcircle.fi/en

9.2.-18.2018.

The Helsinki International Boat
Show is the biggest boating event in Northern Europe. The exhibitors
occupy 7 exhibition halls presenting boats and a vast variety of boating
equipment, accessories, water sport and clothing.
www.messukeskus.com

19.11.The legendary rock band Queen and pop star Adam

Lambert will bring their new show to Hartwall Arena in November.

27.11.

One of the legends of rock, Scorpions, performs at
Hartwall Arena on November 27th as part of their Crazy World tour.

30.11.-1.12.Slush brings together the leading actors of

the global tech scene to Helsinki. The event is to assemble European
and Asian startups and tech talent to meet top-tier international
investors and media. Originally a two-day event, Slush has now
become an entire week of exhilarating events around the Helsinki
metropolitan area.
www.slush.org

5.12.
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5.12.2017 – 6.12.2017

The Finnish
National Opera celebrates the centenary of Finland’s independence
with joy. A good time for all is guaranteed by familiar songs, popular
soloists, Finland’s only professional chorus, a top-notch orchestra and
the dancers of the Finnish National Ballet. Jere Erkkilä, director of
CircOpera, brings fireworks to the stage on these December evenings.
www.oopperabaletti.fi

Photo: Lassi Kaaria

Photo: Rauno Träskelin

UMO big band featuring bass virtuoso Lauri Porra will
conclude the autumn lunch concert series.The concert will be held at
the Savoy theatre.Lunch is available at restaurant Presto before or after
the concert.The concert is free of charge, lunch prices in accordance
with the price list of the restaurant.
www.savoyteatteri.fi
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with a grand ceremony which takes place on Aleksanterinkatu.
On that very day the Christmas lights along Aleksanterinkatu are
switched on.Visitors can find Christmas treats, such as porridge
and pastries.Santa Claus will arrive at the Senate Square, and it
is time to begin the Christmas Parade which proceeds along the
streets Aleksanterinkatu, Mannerheimintie and Pohjoisesplanadi.

VUOSAARI
CHRISTMAS PATH_
3.12.Vuosaari Christmas Path offers more than 40 activities
in the Uutela Nature Park. There is Santa Claus for children, but
instead of reindeer there will be alpacas with Santa.
An experience of Christmas lights, scents, flavours and music.

LUCIA PARADE_ 13.12.

Each
year a young maiden is chosen to represent St. Lucia on Lucia Day
13 December. Lucia is crowned in the Helsinki Cathedral at 17:00.
She will descend the Cathedral stairs to the Senate Square and the
Lucia parade begins from the Senate Square right after.
The route of the parade is:
Aleksanterinkatu-Mannerheimintie-Eteläesplanadi-Market Square.

www.facebook.com/
events/282538895503089/

HELSINKI
CHRISTMAS MARKET_
2.12.-22.12. Helsinki Christmas Market is

Photo: Maija Astikainen/Helsinki Marketing

OPENING OF
ALEKSANTERINKATU
CHRISMAS STREET_
26.11.The Christmas season in Helsinki will be opened

Photo: Jussi Hellsten/Helsinki Marketing

_EVENTS

an annual Christmas event, often referred to as St Thomas
Christmas Market. The market is held at the Senate Square in
the centre of Helsinki. There are more than 100 booths selling
Finnish crafts, designs, canned foods and sweets. Have a warm
meal or a hot drink at the food yard and enjoy the Christmas
spirit. This year’s novelty is Sauna for visitors.
www.tuomaanmarkkinat.fi

VANHA CHRISTMAS
MARKET_
15.12.-22.12.Traditional Christmas Market
at the historic venue, Vanha ylioppilastalo ( Old Student
House) is open in December offering high quality Finnish
handicrafts, also created by some best designers of the
country. Café Vanha is open during the Christmas Market.
www.vanhanjoulutori.fi

Porvoo Christmas Market 2017

MOOMIN AND
THE MAGICIAN’S HAT_
23.1.2018 – 2.2.2018Moomin and his

Traditional and atmospheric Christmas
Market will be held in Old Porvoo. 9.12
– 10.12.
http://www.porvoo.fi

friends took to the ballet stage some years ago, and in spring 2018 the FNB
will be staging a brand-new Moomin ballet. Kenneth Greve’s choreography
to music by Tuomas Kantelinen is based on the novel Finn Family
Moomintroll by Tove Jansson.
Characters already seen in the earlier Moomin ballet are now joined by
Little My and the Groke.

Photo: Maija Astikainen/Helsinki Marketing

Photo: Saara Salmi 2016
Moomin: © Moomin Characters™

www.oopperabaletti.fi

PORVOO CHRISTMAS
MARKET_ 9.12. – 10.12.Traditional

and atmospheric Christmas Market will be held in Old Porvoo.
www.porvoo.fi
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Photo: VisitPorvoo
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THE CAKE TO CELEBRATE

Happy Birthday,
Finland!
Text by Tiina Väkeväinen
Photos: Annika Di Chiara, Patisserie Teemu&Markus

Finland celebrates its 100th anniversary this year. The actual day,
Finland’s Independence Day is December the 6th. Throughout the year
numerous tributes have been paid in honor of the 100-year-old country.
As the Day approaches, the anniversary is also celebrated with
beautiful pastries and cakes. Here we introduce some delicious
goodies. They are made by two Helsinki based bakery-patisseries:
Ekberg, Teemu&Markus.
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Aino cake by Ekberg
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Blueberries grow wild in Finland, and
cornflowers are also part of Finnish natural
flora. Meringue decorations and small edible
silver flakes (leafy silver) have also been used
to finish up the work.

The bakery celebrates 100-year-old Finland with
a Madeleine-based type of cake topped with black
cardamom-flavored white chocolate mousse, sea
buckthorn cream, blueberries and rice chocolate.

Master confectioner Susanna Suhonen tells us
that the cakes, both for their appearance and
for their taste, evoke many associations in the
Finns. Just like a celebratory cake should.
- First, people see many different things in the
appearance of the cake. The shape of the
surface is perceived to be a snow-covered
Finnish landscape, a skiing track or a snowy
winter road. The coloring of each of these
cakes is in alignment with the colors of the
Finnish flag. The colors can be connected to
the Finnish winter, the snowy nature, and as
a contrast, the blue cloudless sky or the blue,
glistening lakes.
The filling of Ekberg’s Finland100 products
has been inspired by the Master confectioner
Susanna Suhonen’s childhood memories. The
filling is, obviously, completed with Finnish raw
materials, natural blueberries and oat, which
also complement the balanced, subdued
overall flavor.
Founded in 1852, Ekberg, the oldest bakery
and patisserie in Helsinki, has honored Finland
100 -theme by designing and manufacturing
an Aino cake and Aino petit fours, respecting
Finnish values and traditions. The cakes are
being prepared at Ekberg´s own café &
bakery in the heart of Helsinki. The title Aino
dates back to the history of Finland, as Aino is
the first fully Finnish female name to be
included in the official calender. The Kalevala
folklore tells about “little Aino”, which may refer
to the only girl in the family. No wonder that
Aino was selected as the name of the cakes.
Despite their delicious, creamy appearance the
cakes are lactose and gluten-free. They are
great for gourmands, also for those with
special diets. They are decorated with
meringues, blueberries, cornflower, silver flakes
and dried spruce sprouts. The latter is made
of the young sprout of new spruce in the pure
Finnish nature. The sprouts have a mildly
sweet and soft taste. They also contain a lot of
micronutrients, vitamins A and C, and plenty of
antioxidants. In recent years, spruce sprouts
have gained popularity in cooking at Europe’s
top restaurants, as well as in various drinks
and syrups.
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Ekberg mentions that in addition to the 12person big Aino cake Ekberg manufactures
also smaller Aino cakes, petit fours. In their
own confectionery in the center of Helsinki
they also prepare various customized cakes
for many different occasions.
The cake was launched well in advance before
the culmination of the anniversary year in
December. It has been on sale since
September and remains available at least over
the turn of the year, as the white winter
continues until the spring, when the cake will
still be contemporary, for its appearance alone.
Aino petit four by Ekberg

Madeleine-based type of cake of
TEEMU & MARKUS
Teemu&Markus patisserie-bakery was founded
in 2011. This modern café serves many artistic
pastries but also makes traditional delicacies.
Many of the products are lactose free and even
vegan.
Combining boldly flavors is also very typical
to the style of the patisserie. From 2013 this
bakery has also baked rye bread made from
sourdough starter culture, croissants and rolls,
as well as other sweet pastries. The small café
and the bakery shop of Teemu &Markus serve
soup for lunch on weekdays.
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Funky, bronze and black are now mainstream in men´s watches.
Visible mechanics and chronos follow also as a trend.
While the general aesthetic look of 2017 continues with simplicity of design,
emergent contrasts can be detected in multiple ways. Some watchmakers
rely on bronze and copper based alloy. Simultaneously, red or rose gold on
tachometers and cases will maintain their position as all time favourites.
In the meanwhile, a large selection on black watches will appear on the
podium as well. They are PVD coated, made of ceramic, carbon, or black
titanium. All in all, a large number of black watches ensures us that the
colour black is everywhere; in cases, dials, even bracelets along with some
colorful details, giving them an interesting sporty tone.

Photo Credits: Watch Brands

BREITLING
NAVITIMER
RATTRAPANTE
Calibre Breitling B03 (Manufacture)
Case diameter 45 mm, steel or 18 K red gold.
Self winding mechanical,
70 hrs power reserve.
Dial: Chronograph functions.
Calendar
Water resistance: 3 ATM
Strap/Bracelet: Leather, crocodile leather, rubber
In the same range there are seven other models.
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FLYBACK
CHRONOGRAPH
FREDERICK CONSTANT

_SHOPPING

FC-760 Manufacture
Case diameter 42 mm, rose gold plated
polished and satined stainless steel 3-parts case.
38 hours power reserve, automatic chronograph
with date adjustable by crown.
Perlage & Circular Côtes de Genève
decoration on the movement.
See-through case back.
Dial: Silver with applied rose gold indexes,
hand polished rose gold plated hands.
Date at 6 o’clock.
Strap: Brown alligator leather
Water-resistance: 5 ATM.

ETERNA
KONTIKI DIVER BRONZE
LIMITED EDITION

TAG HEUER
CARRERA
CALIBRE HEUER 01

Movement: Calibre Maison Eterna 3902A
Case diameter 44mm, all brushed bronze, rotating black ceramic bezel,
case back secured with screw down.
65 hours power reserve, functions - hours, minutes, seconds.
Dial: Black, matte
Strap: Waterproof brown leather
Limited edition of 300 pieces
Water resistance 20 ATM

Automatic Chronograph
Case: diameter 45mm, steel case with alternate finishings
Power reserve 50 hours, with chronograph operating 40 hours
Dial: Black skeleton dial with 3 counters
- minutes, hours, seconds
Visible skeleton date disc with date window,
skeleton black movement top plate
Strap: Black perforated rubber strap
Water resistance 10 ATM
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ORIS ATELIER
CALIBRE 113
Case diameter 43 mm, stainless steel.
Hand winding 10 days power reserve, date,
day, pointer week and month
Dial: Silver
Strap/Bracelet: Leather
Calibre 113 shares the same base architecture
as Oris Calibres 110, 111 and 112.
Oris Atelier collection includes also a 40 mm
diameter Oris Atelier Skeleton.
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Men´s casual style is
also high classic quality
fashion. The casual style
offers fashion as well as
watches which are made
with talented design,
craftsmanship or by
individual master
watchmakers. It feels
easy and comfortable.

BARBOUR
With a rich heritage of over 120 years,
Barbour has designed classic and casual
clothing. Quality, attention to detail,
durability and fitness for purpose have been
the company’s founding principles and they
remain just as true today as they were at the
time of Barbour´s first shop in England.
Worldwide famous Barbour is also available
in Helsinki. Sometimes lots of layers of
warm clothes is needed in Finland in the
winter because it´s chilly outside, and at the
same time it can be very warm inside in the
house or office.
more info: www.barbour.com

S.U.F. VETEHINEN
Vetehinen brings both Finland’s mythological spirit of water and a legendary WWII
submarine back to life. The S.U.F. Vetehinen watch gets partly its name from these two things.
S.U.F Vetehinen is water-resistant to 30 ATM, the stainless steel of the case is from Finland’s
world-renowned steel giant, Outokumpu – forged in Helsinki, impregnated with anti-corrosive
nickel, as the chrome which are also mined in Finland. The Vetehinen watch has a rotating
bezel, a Swissmade movement – Eterna’s versatile Calibre 39. Each of the four assembled
colour themes of the watch are limited editions.
SarpanevaUhrenFabrik is a Finnish watch brand conducted by master watchmaker Stepan
Sarpaneva. These mechanical timepieces are designed and assembled in the heart of Helsinki.
more info: www.sufhelsinki.com

SAINT VACANT

Photo: Jan Lönnberg

Simplicity and style is the main idea of
Saint Vacant shoes. The mission of the
shoemaker& designer is to inspire every
gentleman to make better, more
conscious choices. Finnish Saint Vacant
shoe collection has been chosen as one
of eight Finnish menswear brands to
participate the 93th Pitti Uomo´s Guest
Nation programme, Firenze Italy, in
January 2018.
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Lace-up boots keep your steps steady
whatever the weather. Premium pair of
boots in finest Italian calf. Some of the
details to be mentioned: Italian vegetable
tanned calf lining. Full length leather
insole & suede in sock. Goodyear outsole
with rubber half-soles on top of the sole
stitch for ease of repair. Designed in
Finland, produced in Portugal.
more info:
www.saintvacant.com
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Photo: Tiina Väkeväinen
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Photo: Laura Nissinen

Lunch
in Helsinki
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Photo: Tiina Väkeväinen

Photo: Kellohalli

Text by Tiina Väkeväinen

You can find many interesting restaurants
in Helsinki. There are new restaurant blocks
as well as many novel and trendy concepts
of Asian, European and Finnish, as well as
Scandinavian food. You can find all these in
the heart of Helsinki. Modern atmospheres
and cozy interiors. Also a large variety of
lunches are served at very reasonable
prices, around 10-15 euros.

Photo: Annika Di Chiara

AN ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE
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SANDRO
The Sandro restaurant lunch includes a seasonal veggie salad buffet in Middle
Eastern style. They have house dips & bread, vegetarian soup and warm dishes
like meat, fish or vegeterian. There are four Sandro -restaurants in the capital
area: in Kallio, Eira, Kortteli/Kamppi and in Tapiola/Espoo. Coffee and mint
tea are on the house.
In Eira and Kallio there is a Meatless Monday every week, and it´s all about
vegeterian & vegan food.
Lunch served Mon-Fri 11.00-14.30 (in Kortteli 11.00-16.00).
URSULA

Domo Photos: Annika Di Chiara

Café-Restaurant Ursula gives the visitor a wonderful view. Ursula is situated
in Kaivopuisto by the sea. Their lunch menu changes on a daily basis. Lunch
includes salad buffet and bread; Coffee or tea for the dessert. Brunch is served
on Sundays.
A shrimp sandwich is a typical Finnish sandwich which is served
all day round, also during lunchtime.
Lunch served Mon-Fri 11.00-14.00
KELLOHALLI
Kellohalli restaurant is open during lunch hours from
Monday to Friday throughout the year.
Kellohalli is a versatile and easily customizable venue for all kinds of events
from dinners to seminars, product launches to weddings and from concerts to
cocktail parties. The main hall is a 10 meters high, 400m2 of easily adjustable
urban space with additional space up to 750m2. Kellohalli is also open during
public events at the Teurastamo area.
Lunch served Mon-Fri 10.30-14.00
RAW ‘N MORE
Raw’n More serves savoury and sweet food made by following
rawfood recipes. This café is also serving regular rawfood lunches
giving you bags of energy. The daily choices are such as soups, pastas,
salads and well known smoothies made by Raw´n More, not forgetting
their delicious cakes. Everything is homemade. Raw food is made
without gluten or lactose.
Open from Tue – Sun

DOMO
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Photo: Raw’nMore

Japanese restaurant Domo is situated in the heart of Helsinki, close to
the Kamppi shopping center. The place has a pleasant simple Japanese
touch. Dishes are traditional Japanese, all bio products with an authentic
taste. Lunch menu includes appetizers and a variety of sushi from 9 to
18 pieces. You can choose your main dish among six alternatives which are
typical to the Japanese kitchen. Domo also has a good selection of wines to be
combined with Japanese food.
Lunch served Mon-Fri 11.30 -14.00
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THE FINNISH PLANT
ROSE PETAL
CONFITUREis produced from the flowers

ORGANIC DELICACIES

of Rosa Rugosa which is cultivated in Finland. The confiture
draws its delicate flavor out of the Northern climate and the long
summer nights full of daylight.

Finnish delicacies, natural
organic products are
gourmet food for Finns,
who also give them as gifts
to one another.
The unspoiled nature of
Finland is clean, and a wide
range of our daily products
are considered to be
organic even on an
international scale,
therefore raising
worldwide interest. Have
you already savoured
Finnish wholegrain rye
crispbread, rose petal
marmalade, or delicious
organic juices?

The Rose Petal Confiture opens a new world of glorious taste
combinations. It has a rosy, assertive and fresh taste, which
expands and supports strong tastes such as sweet, spicy and sour.
The fine aftertaste is long lasting.

The petals contain high amounts of antocyanins which are
healthy flavonoids. The confiture contains 25 % organic sugar
and currant as well as lemon that are added for taste and flavor.
Other ingredients are water, pectin and citric acid, no other
preservatives are added.
more info: www.finnishplant.com

Photo: Tiina Väkeväinen

Confiture’s main ingredient is organic rose petal, obtained
from roses cultivated without using any chemical fertilizers or
pesticides.

ÅBY BY ORGANIC
CRISPBREADS are handmade in

Porvoo, Finland, with traditional methods and according to a
hundred-year-old recipe book discovered in the historic Åby Manor.
Their great taste will appear with a bit of butter, or equally with
sweet and savoury toppings. These yeast-free, light crispbreads are
made with natural, organic ingredients. The basic lines of the product
are fennel, poppy-seed and cumin.
The newest lines are liquorice and blackcurrant.
Gingerbread is a seasonal taste.
more info: www.abyfoods.fi
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From Finland

VAVESAARI
PREMIUM ORGANIC
JUICES are of the highest quality of
organic juices. In order to bottle the precious aromas
and vitamins of the fruits fresh from the plant, these
juices are cold-pressed. Vavesaari doesn’t make them
from concentrates or use any artificial preservatives.
Instead, their taste is derived from pure juices and cane
sugar.
Among the products you can find for example Organic
Strawberry Juice and Organic Rhubarb Juice.
more info: www.vavesaari.fi
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FINNS

in

FOCUS
Text by Petra Nikkinen
Photos: Finnish National Ballet © 2016 Saara Salmi and Kalevala Koru

In November the Finnish National Opera is staging a work of art which has aroused anticipation
in advance - Land Of Kalevala. The performance is an interpretation of us Finns, and about
being Finnish by Kenneth Greve -the artistic director of National Ballet.
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Simultaneously with the premiere will be introduced a Land of Kalevala -piece of jewelry
designed by Kirsti Doukas, design director of Kalevala Koru.
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The enthusiasm of Kenneth Greve
is catching, and at the moment he
is especially excited. The Danish
born Greve has been employed as
the artistic director of the
National Ballet for about ten years,
and lived in Finland with his
family during all that time. His term
comes to an end in July 2018, and
it seems like his pace is
accelerating towards the end. The
premiere of Land of Kalevala is a
tribute to all Finnish people.
- The project not only celebrates
Finland 100, it´s also my
interpretation of what being
Finnish is all about. I want Land of
Kalevala to be entertaining and
touching - to give the audience
enthusiasm, hope and energy.
The storyline derives from narratives of milestones of the Finnish
history and culture, and boldly combines
different artforms. The result is a playful,
crazy and affecting work of art. Greve
emphasizes that this is not a story of Kalevala.
- Land of Kalevala is a story of Finland; all its
components are related to Finland in one way
or another.’
“Sisu” has not been overlooked, certainly not.
The Finns are considered to be persevering
people who don´t give in to obstacles in their
way. Kenneth Greve would like to spread this
kind of mentality even wider.
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- I think Sisu can be defined as inner bravery where difficult, even
impossible things are
endeavored. In a tough spot a
person with sisu, or grit, admits
that ok, this is hard, but we´ll do
it anyhow, and we will succeed.
When one is at their weakest, sisu
will give meaning to the inner
potential. Especially now as we´re
living uncertain times and have
continuous awareness of what´s
going in the world, we need that
inner strength more than ever.

Spectacle produces pendant
The composition inspired
Kirsti Doukas, the design director
of Kalevala Koru, to design a
special piece of jewelry for
the ballet.
- We are partnering the National Ballet in the
premiere of 3rd November. The project has
been hugely fascinating - and somewhat
challenging as well, because there was nothing
tangible of the ballet yet finished when I started
my work with the design. The pendant is therefore more of an interpretation of Kenneth´s
vision. Also, the spectacle has enormous content, it took a while digesting for it to crystallize.
Kirsti Doukas wanted to create a bijou that tells
about the Finnish soul. It´s a statement of the
importance of Finnish perseverance and inner
spirit.

- I needed to design a jewel that would reflect
Finnishness and our internal resilience. We are
often cool and calm on the surface, even
expressionless, but underneath there´s a
golden, brave heart beating. The golden color of
the interior is also a symbol of hope - the most
precious treasure of man.
Doukas says the minimalistic shape of the pendant is carefully contemplated and a conscious
choice. She wished to include the nature of
Finland as well.
- The simple form of the pendant outlines timelessness; this moment, as well as the future. I
wanted to incorporate the nature theme
because according to Kenneth, one of the
symbols of Finland is the birch tree. The form of
the core inside the pendant resembles a birch
catkin. The catkin has a symbolic meaning as
it includes a promise of future growth. I also
wanted to introduce a bit of mystique with the
tinkling of pendant when being worn. According
to old beliefs the tinkling keeps the evil spirits
away.
The final design of the pendant was approved
by Kenneth Greve.
- I feel it´s important that the jewel expresses
the personality of its bearer and holds within a
meaningful message to them. The world today
is so focused on technology and developing it,
that people need reminding of not to forget
aspects that develop also the power within, the
values, and the soul. These provide a chance to
grow as a human being, Greve comments.

When Kirsti Doukas was presenting her work to
Kenneth Greve, she noticed a miniature of Land
of Kalevala setting on the table of the artistic
director.
- I saw similar elements in the miniature that I
had processed with the pendant. It made me
extremely happy.
Kenneth Grave was already familiar with
Kalevala Koru jewelry designs.
- They have been a part of my life the whole
time I´ve lived in Finland. My wife loves them
and has given me them as presents. I was a bit
apprehensive that the Land of Kalevala pendant
might turn out to be too plain, but it finished up
just fantastic. I even believe it will stimulate
discussion precisely due to its engaging design.

The world premiere of
Land of Kalevala was the 3rd
of November 2017.
oopperabaletti.fi
The Land of Kalevala -pendant
can be purchased at the Opera
Shop of the Finnish National
Opera and Ballet, authorized
Kalevala Koru retailers, Kalevala
Koru stores and online shop
www.kalevalakoru.fi
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FINNISH GLASS DESIGN

Photo: Iiro Immonen

Glass Mountains; each snowy peak
has it’s unique character created
from mouth blown glass. Together
they can be arrayed as an unique
Arctic mountainous landscape that
brings soul to the interior design.
Vuori glass mountains can be used
as glacial decoration objects and
also custom interior installations.
					
Sini Majuri

GLASS MOUNTAINS
Vuori glass mountains are sharp design objects handcrafted in Finland
by glass artist Sini Majuri. She is a glass artist from Finland.
She combines 3D-design with old glass blowing techniques. Many of
her works are surrealistic stories captured inside blown glass.
Sini Majuri lives and works in Helsinki.
www.sinimajuri.com
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In my art I play with the mystical
nature of glass and I exploit the
material’s aesthetics:
transparency, vivid colors and the
pure beauty. I have been
interested in the cultural tradition
related to glassmaking, especially
here in Finland. I hope to create
glass design that renew these craft
traditions. I take inspiration from
nature, myths and contemporary
art, those ideas can be
transformed into unique artworks
or design items for home. My
glass designs are made in
co-operation with craftsmen and
I believe making of the artwork is
integral part of the item’s story.

					
Ella Varvio

NEMETON VASE
Nemeton refers to a mythical forest, and the glass vases depict
silhouettes of different trees: spruce, maple, birch and oak. Nemeton
vase is beautiful home decor item as such, but a larger installation of
these vases creates an illusion of a forest. Transparent glass, tree
silhouettes and simple, stylish shape makes Nemeton more of
an artwork than traditional decoration item.
Vases are transparent, mouthblown glass, handcrafted in Finland and
the colors are enamel prints in gold and white.
Height of the vase is 21 cm.
www.ellavarvio.com
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A TRULY UNIQUE GIFT
FROM FINLAND

The Helsinki Foundation allows people to have
their own small nature reserve. You can choose
your own Greenspace from the map.
The perfect gift for that person who has
everything (or doesn't want everything).
Greenspaces are easily affordable, come with
naming rights, and are easily gifted after
purchase. Each one is unique and will last
forever. Join other people from over 30
countries in creating your own personal
conservation site. Land is currently available in
Finland and Australia.
The Helsinki Foundation is a local non-profit
social enterprise.

Galleria Mafka&Alakoski
Iso Roobertinkatu 19, Helsinki

Galleria Mafka&Alakoski is a gallery & shop focusing on new
Finnish glass. The gallery hosts exhibitions and shop offers a
selection of both high quality, mouth blown glass art and
functional designs. Perfect place for gift shopping! Gallery is
located in Punavuori and is a member of Design District.
Open Tue-Fri 11-18, Sat 11-16

www.mafka-alakoski.fi

more info:
www.helsinkifoundation.org
Marja Hepo-aho

Vihma glass series by Mafka, glass artist Marja Hepo-aho
The name Vihma comes from the inspiration for the design;
Cold, a bit icy rain, when you can feel it drop by drop on
your skin. The rain drops are presented with rows of lovely
small air bubbles inside the glass.
Each Vihma item is a freely mouth blown piece - a beautiful
example of a high quality art craftsmanship. It is a a clear,
Finnish design where beauty and functionality go hand in
hand. The glass artist Marja Hepo-aho’s goal is to make
designs for every day use: Pretty items that you still want to
leave on display even when they are not in use, not to hide
them in a cupboard.
www.mafka-alakoski.fi
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Photo: Helsinki Foundation

VIHMA
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BOFORIA BRACELET
BY HELI KAUHANEN

JOSEFIN
CARDIGAN  
BY LILLE
Lille is a Helsinki-based women’s
wear brand inspired by the nature of
Finnish archipelago. Impressed by its
authenticity and sense of durability,
amazed by the natural tones and
sculpted shapes of the landscape.
Lille believes in meaningful and
long-lasting design. Holding on to
simplicity and quality, and aiming for
more sustainable world one garment
at a time. The products of the brand
are designed in Helsinki and
responsibly manufactured in Europe,
mainly Estonia, using carefully
selected European fabrics. In the
creation process of the products, Lille
places a special emphasis on an
excellent feel of the fabrics and
long-lasting design and materials.
www.lilleclothing.com

The designer, Master of Arts, Heli Kauhanen founded her
company Spoonfull Design in 1999. The company designs,
makes, and produces high-quality jewellery and small objects as
well as designs exhibition architecture. The basis for the designs
is the customer’s individual needs.

ECCO KAUAI SADDLE BAG
This contemporary design saddle bag is made from rich Charlize
cow leather that ages beautifully. The pebble finished leather bag has
smart storage solutions. The design is simple with modern lines,
with minimalist styling.

www.ecco.com

The cornerstones of Spoonfull Design are quality, durability and
everyday beauty. It is also pleasing to spice up the work with a
pinch of luxury from time to time. The majority of the products
are made using precious metals, stone, titanium, wood and glass,
but new challenges are always welcome. Cooperation with
different artisans plays a central role in many of our projects.
Values: Made in Finland, high-quality and timeless design, skilful
craftsmanship, uniqueness and durability
www.helikauhanenshop.com

“Wind: an unruly
  force, the door
to creativity.”
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An impressive matt bracelet. Each bracelet
is individually made and due to the method
used, the sizes may vary slightly. Width of
the bracelet approx. 40mm
Material: Silver 925

Photo:Teemu Töyrylä

Heli Kauhanen
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Fashionable and high quality classic winter gloves are
a part of Finnish Sauso Collection. Sauso company is
established in 1929. These two models are made of black
and navy calf skin, with a woollen lining. The tinted fur
finish is made in Finland. These furry details come from a
Finnish raccoon dog. The animal is not hunted or farmed
for production, but its fur is a by-product derived from the
reduction of the population.
www.sauso.com

Make Up series is bursting with symbols of
femininity. This lovely lipstick is made for Kosta
Boda glassware. In the same collection, you´ll find
a feminine high heel shoe, hot red lipstick and nail
polish. This giftware collection is designed by Åsa
Jungnelius who always has a message behind her
popular products.
www.silverart.fi

A cozy bed for your furry lovely pet.
Dog Plush Bed - Murrr’Sedes Black
Car Shaped Pet Bed. You can find the
bed in size 62 x 50 x 20 cm. A lovely
gift for your lovely dog.
www.diivadog.fi
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FASHION WITH A FRESH BEAT

An encounter with Paola Suhonen
Text by Tiina Väkeväinen
Photos: Annika Di Chiara and Ivana Helsinki
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The style of the Ivana Helsinki collection is very
recognizable, and for almost twenty years now
the brand has become known for its
intriguing prints. The collections are largely
originated from Paola Ivana Suhonen’s
childhood memories, her endless enthusiasm
for various things, and the love for nature and
animals. The memories have given birth to
beautiful patterns and nostalgic shapes known
all over the world.
Now, the year 2017 has brought reforms to the
Ivana Helsinki range. Ivana Helsinki has started
creating fashion this year with new beat and
new themes. The brand concept has been
updated to match this time and age. Ivana
Helsinki publishes annually just one range of
new designs.
- The world around us has changed, we want to
create fresh ideas on the availability and use of
fashion. The hurry, and often absurd
anticipations in the design and manufacture
of products, as well as timely estimates of
consumer interest seem old-fashioned. With
slow-fashion thinking, we want for our part to
slow down the pace and make new things that
matter. To create contemporary products that
consumers are, in tune with the times,
interested in, and support the core values of
the consumer. We also want to be a producer
of responsible themes.
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In practice, the reform is reflected in that the products
coming out during the year will be launched under one
and the same theme.

All the prints and nostalgic shapes of Ivana Helsinki are designed by Paola Ivana
Suhonen herself. Ivana Helsinki is the only Scandinavian brand that has been
accepted to show on ofﬁcial fashion week calendars both in Paris and New York.

- We bring a few new releases to our customers on a
weekly basis, explains Paola Suhonen.
Alongside our well-known collection of dresses and
other clothing, these new products include a variety of
interesting experiences, such as theme-specific
special photographs, theme meetings, such as the recent superfood festival, different classes from
flower binding to making a unique Finnish wall rug,
just to name a few examples.
According to Paola Suhonen, it is natural that Finnish
Ivana Helsinki is among the first to create a new
fashion concept. She points out that many countries
bear their global responsibility by bringing important
things forward in the world, and Finland has always
been among these pioneers. This includes women’s
voting rights in Finland, the first in Europe in 1906.
The first collection of new thinking in Ivana Helsinki Animal Rights - reflects well on today.
- In my first new range of Ivana Helsinki, I wanted to
bring out the Animal Rights collection to raise
awareness of the rights of animals, a phenomenon
that is really a hot topic right now. Important issues go
in cycles, and there are already clear signs to be seen
of upholding animal rights and their well-being.
I believe that the phenomenon will grow more and
more significant globally in the future.
Suhonen discloses that the design of Animal Rights,
as well as the inspiration and implementation of the
2018 Amber, Shells & Stones collection, are based
around different stories and themes. First a
meaningful, current story emerges, that fascinates
and absorbs. Through the story, the designer seeks
after a variety of techniques, for example, sequin or
embroidery technique, and creates the appearance
and pattern for the products, such as lace and
embroidery, alongside prints characteristic of
the Ivana Helsinki collection.
In support of the new concept, the brand also
releases a thematic publication with a wide range of
related material. This year’s issue deals with the
Animal Rights theme from a variety of perspectives.
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FISKEN    PÅ DISKEN
In the heart of Helsinki, on the
fifth floor of Kamppi Kortteli,
restaurant Fisken på Disken
focuses on serving fish and
oysters to its customers. The
name of the restaurant
originates from the Swedish
language, which is the
second official language in
Finland. Fisken på Disken
literally means “fish at the
counter”.
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Fish with style
Text by Tiina Väkeväinen
Photos: Fisken på Disken
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The central, open kitchen in the restaurant is
swarming as the numerous dishes typical to
seafood restaurants are being prepared. The
menu includes both Finnish and
international fish dishes, which often have a
hint of local twist, as many of the dishes
offered by the restaurant are made from
Finnish raw materials; Finnish fish such as
pike perch, trout or perch.

For example, the creamy fish soup of the
house is a Finnish classic and definitely worth
tasting, while the more familiar Fish’n Chips will
sometimes be prepared from Finnish pike
perch, depending on the season.

The restaurant receives fresh fish from
fishmongers on a daily basis. The Fish of the
Day is also served with raw material respectful
of seasonal catches and harvests, often
including root vegetables, mushrooms, or
other supplements. The restaurant favors local
food.

- We are well acquainted with local
opportunities. We use a lot of Finnish raw
materials, such as domestic fish, domestic
vegetables for side dishes, mushrooms, or, for
example, wild herbs used in portions. Most of
our staff are also interested in cooking on their
spare time. Some of the local food, such as
wild herbs and mushrooms have been
collected by ourselves. It is possible in the pure
Finnish nature, says chef Mikko Pakola from
Fisken på Disken.

The menu represents also mussels and
oysters, which are often on offer at lunchtime
as well. There are currently available scallops,
mussels, shrimps, and three different kinds of
oysters. They are delivered to the restaurant
by refrigerated transport several times a week.
Similarly, shrimps are imported several times
a week from the Arctic Ocean. The products
can be prepared and served to customers very
quickly after being picked up from the sea.

International tastes are also acknowledged
in the dishes served at the restaurant. Some
examples on the menu include the shrimp
soup or fish soup, which often are spiced with
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flavors that remind for example tourists of their
own familiar world of tastes.
We may use Asian, or hot spices, to create an
interesting and tasty ensemble, the chef sums
up.
Supervisor Sari Sotkasiira says that this winter,
along with traditional individual food portions,
Fisken på Disken will begin to offer portions to
share, which means that the social diningconcept is becoming commonplace at
the restaurant.
– We will offer tasting menus for sharing, which
are lovely to savor during conversations, dates,
and reflect on common ideas.

Although Kampin Kortteli is quite spacious
and open, the 80-seater restaurant is peaceful
and pleasant. The interior design has created a
restful atmosphere in the dining room despite
it not having walls. High beam curtains
differentiate the space and isolate the sound,
and the tables are quiet to dine, chat and sit at.

The wine collection is a pride and joy of the
restaurant. There are a number of white wine
options available for fish dishes, and most of
them are also served by the glass. Special
vintage wines can be found in the wine cellar of
the house. Even though we´re at a fish
restaurant, there´s also a good selection of
red wines available.

This time I chose a shrimp soup for lunch,
served in the style typical to the restaurant.
On the deep plate I received a beautiful set
of shrimp, celery and other ingredients. A hot
creamy broth was poured from a small jug on
top of those. The aroma, and especially the
spicy flavor crowned the lunch soup.

Table reservations are always
recommended by staff for the weekend
dinner and lunch times. There may be
occasional table available on weekday
evenings, however it is good to reserve your
seat in advance.
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BONNET
A light and colorful Åmål bonnet is traveling
with you in winter. It is easy to pack in the
suitcase. Organic cotton/elastic.
Made by Boomerang.
more info: www.boomerangstore.fi

JACKET
A nice padded coat may also be practical and
warm when traveling. Beautiful white and the
color of burgundy details gives it a feminine,
sporty touch.

TIME-CHECK

more info: www.tommyhilfiger.com

...is the Winter Chic
When summer fades and the leaves begin to change color.
Need a new look while traveling in Helsinki? Fashionable,
warm, cozy style. Burgundy is the tone of the season.
It is mixed and matched with different patterns and shades
of white.

Dyrberg & Kern Ladies Splendid Watch
Burgundy is a casual look watch. The strap
is in a soft gentle fabric. The large dial has
got a crisp white background, with bright
gold detailing.

SEE AND BE SEEN

more info: www.dyrbergkern.com

Ivana Helsinki has made new trendy sunglasses in the
Specsavers collection. These sunglasses are designed
by Paola Suhonen. Clara Sun RX model has a flexible
hinge. The diameter of the lens is 53 mm.
more info: www.specsavers.com

TRAVEL WITH STYLE
SHOES SHOES SHOES
Burgundy is also the tone of the season in shoes. No matter if the shoes are sporty, casual or street
wear ones. A block heel, an ankle boot or a trendy suede sneaker with a golden zipper.

Samsonite Firelite range suitcases are light and strong.
They are made of 100% Curv, which makes the
suitcase absorbing also heavy shocks during travel.
Different sizes in the collection. Practical with it´s
4 wheels. Color Chili Red.
more info: www.samsonite.fi

more info: www.tommyhilfiger.com

OH MAN!
Ladies laced Le Ble -collection shoes in brogue style
for autumn season are made now in dark colors, with
a thick heel and platform. Burgundy, blue and ebony
tones make an interesting detail on the top of the shoe.
more info: www.unnas.fi
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Sauna,
Text by Tiina Väkeväinen
Photos by Eetu Ahanen/Visit Helsinki and iStock
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A TRUE FINNISH EXPERIENCE
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Sauna is a true Finnish experience.
For most Finns going to sauna is a tradition,
and a moment of relaxation.
The modern sauna is designed to offer
surroundings for a relaxing sauna time.
The sauna of today also has more of spa
ambience, than ever.
What used to be a practical bathing spot has
turned into a space where people unwind,
and pamper their bodies as well as their souls.
Going to sauna has become an experience in
itself.
The genuine sauna experience consists of
hotness, aromas, spiritual relaxation.
Moreover, in addition to the traditional
characteristic sizzle, scent and aromas caused
by the sparkling water thrown onto the stove,
sauna is also increasingly appreciated for the
bouquet and aura of natural materials such as
wooden boards. Many Finnish saunas are also
made of Finnish wood.
Lighting also has meaning. Along with the
calming twilight and candlelight of the
sauna, new saunas are being built also with
large windows that unfold the natural scenery;
In the summer, the Finnish nature with trees
and lakes, in winter, as a contrast the frozen
nature and white snow.
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Christmas sauna – a unique experience in the
spirit of Christmas
Going to sauna on Christmas Eve is an ancient
Finnish tradition.
The Finns used to prepare for the most
important event of Christmas festivities with
devotion and care.
The heating process of a wood-heated sauna
was started almost 24 hours before the
bathing time in order for the whole household
to be able to bathe during the daytime light.
In Finnish literature, for example in the writer
Aleksis Kivi’s famous book Seven Brothers, the
brothers were told to have bathed
“full-heartedly.”
In Finland, sauna is, and has been the symbol
of all purity for millennia.
There is not much information about the history of the sauna. The word sauna mainly means
a heated hole in the ground.
Finns follow the inherited sauna practices in
their own traditions even today. The saunas
are of every size and shape, depending on the
space, and whether the sauna is in the city,
or in the countryside at a summer resort. And
most of the urban saunas are rapidly heated
up by electricity.
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Sauna is probably the hottest place where
people go voluntarily. To a commoner, the sauna culture can raise prejudices and questions.
Numerous studies have been carried out on
the Finnish sauna and bathing. Already at the
end of the 18th century, theories were
developed about the effect of bathing on
humans. Some of them, even in the light of
modern know-how, are still true today.
The health effects of sauna have been
examined a lot; studies as well as doctoral
theses have been carried out.
In addition to relaxing effect of the sauna, it
increases body temperature and pulse.
Metabolism is increased through sweating,
sore muscles are softened, and skin and joints
enjoy it as well. A large amount of alcohol and
sauna is not a recommendable combination.
The tradition includes a moderate amount of
refreshments, for example a bottle of beer to
maintain the balance of fluids in the body.
The experience of sauna, especially on
Christmas Eve is a unique and special,
memorable experience in the midst of winter
spikes and ice-cold weather.
In Helsinki, there are a number of
contemporary saunas, from public saunas
with swimming pools to private saunas
to be rented.

“Vasta”, or “vihta”- (depends on ther regional dialect) is a bundle of young
birch branches. You dip it in water, and the gently whip yourself.
It does wonders to the body; cleanses the skin as well as stimulates
the blood circulation.
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© Moomin Characters™ Photo:2017 Mirka Kleemola

MOOMIN AND THE MAGICIAN’S HAT

In the picture:
Emilia Karmitsa, Ira Lindahl, Kimmo Sandell, Ruan Crighton

In spring 2018 the Finnish National Ballet will
be staging a brand-new Moomin ballet.

© Moomin Characters™ Photo: 2017 Saara Salmi

Moomin and his friends took to the ballet
stage some years ago, and in spring 2018 it is
the time to stage a brand-new Moomin ballet
again. Kenneth Greve’s choreography to music
by Tuomas Kantelinen is based on the novel
Finn Family Moomintroll by Tove Jansson.
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Moomin and the Magician’s Hat transports
spectators to Moomin Valley, where the
appearance of a strange hat causes confusion.
Characters already seen in the earlier
Moomin ballet are now joined by Little My
and the Groke.
As spring comes, the folk in Moomin Valley
wake from their hibernation and begin
preparations for spring. Little My discovers a
top hat that turns out to be magical and Sniff

finds a large ruby in the garden. But as the icy
Groke arrives in Moomin Valley the day turns
grey and chilly. Groge is claiming the ruby for
herself. Moominmamma persuades the Groke
to leave, but soon another visitor arrives: a
black panther, the familiar of the Macigian, who
is looking for his hat and his ruby. The Magician
finds his lost property in Moomin Valley, and to
great party is held to celebrate.
The Moomin ballet is suitable for the whole
family, as it is less than one hour in length, not
too long even for small children to follow the
adventures of familiar characters.
The performance may, however, be too
exciting for the very youngest children
because of scenes like the arrival of the Groke
in half-darkness and the Magician’s
mysterious panther.

There are eight performances, 23.1.2018 –
2.2.2018
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TWO ICONS
TOGETHER
Kalevala Jewelry’s Hehku -pendant and the Iittala
Vitriini jewelry box bring two design icons together in
honor of Finland’s 100 anniversary.
This limited edition set is a sparkling new palette
of silver and blue.
www.kalevalakoru.fi

A TRIBUTE MADE OF
FINNISH GEMSTONES

IITTALA
- BELOVED CLASSICS

SiniSielu ( Bluesoul ) pendant is Lapland based Taigakoru´s tribute to
Finland`s 100 years anniversary. It is a piece of jewelry which tells us
about the whooper swan, the national bird of Finland. The sparkling
blue green toned gemstone is Finnish spectrolite, which comes from
Ylämaa in eastern Finland. During the anniversary year 2017, all
pieces of jewelry will be marked with Suomi 100-engravings.
In addition to the silver collection, Sinisielu is also available in gold,
and in white gold, having 3 diamonds on the wing.
Designed by Sami Viitasaari.

The deep, radiant blue is Finnish national colour – which
reminds us eg. of the thousands of lakes, pure nature, blue
sky. All the products of the Iittala centenary range are made
in Finland,. There will be a Finland 100 stamp, either on
the product or the centenary packaging reminding of the
important year. The centenary range is a limited edition and
available in 2017. Birds by Toikka , Aalto Vase, Kastehelmi
collection.

www.taigakoru.fi

www.iittala.com

CELEBRATING     FINLAND 100 YEARS
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Dress: Josepf Ribkoff
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www.silverart.fi

